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It might sound crude, but I’m not going to lie to you. I am a whore for nostalgia. I have always been one to 
live more in my head than in the present, and in my head everyone dresses like it’s 1926, drinks martinis from 
1956, and 1996-era Weezer is playing Pinkerton live (but politics are always good; there’s universal health care; 
and everyone also has equal rights and stuff.)  
 
Born in 1980, I came of age in the 90s, in my opinion, one of the best eras for music. I still listen to much of 
my 90s music daily and integrate 90s style (sometimes my own items from high school) into my fashion.  In 
my mid-20s, I became obsessed with watching and reading about 1920s and 1930s Hollywood, and my poetry 
engages with themes, events, and stars of that time. Maybe it’s sad; maybe I’m a freak, but history—
particularly fashion and pop culture history—excites me and comforts me immensely and simultaneously. 
The past gets me high.  

I’m telling you this so you’ll understand why I love Joseph P. O’Brien’s work so much. I feel like their poetry 
EP, BADMOTORFLAPPER, released last week 
(https://josephpobrien.com/2019/01/17/badmotorflapper-now-on-sale/) was written to feed my soul. 
O’Brien also had an essay “Buddy Holly” published this month in Many Loops, in which they examine the 
impact of the iconic Weezer video and the layers of nostalgia it creates, writing, “This is about 2010s nostalgia 
for 1990s nostalgia for 1970s nostalgia for the 1950s. Nostalgia kinda like those Russian Nesting Dolls, 
or matryoshka. This should probably be titled ‘Matryoshka Nostalgia,’ but ‘Buddy Holly’ is way less of a 
mouthful.” 
 
BADMOTORFLAPPER is the ideal incarnation of this “matryoshka nostalgia.” The ten poems/songs 
included in this chapbook/EP combine 1920s women (the probably-more-familiar like Greta Garbo, Zelda 
Fitzgerald, Louise “Lulu” Brooks and lesser-known luminaries like Lupe Velez and Anna May Wong) with 
90s bands (Pearl Jam, Green Day, Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, Guns N’ Roses, Soundgarden.)  
 
I’ve talked about conceptual aspects of the collection; O’Brien’s craft is also strong. I love their flexibility with 
and careful use of form to suit both the aura of the flapper in question and the song that she’s paired with. 
“JOSEPHINE BAKER ain’t nuthing ta fuck wit” (definitely my favorite title) is prose style with phrases 
separated with slashes; “Got them Down-in-a-hole BESSIE SMITH Blues” is set up as a two-column, call 
and response-style piece; and “DOROTHY PARKER will have her revenge on Manhattan” is a limerick-
esque poem in homage to Parker’s own punchy lyrics. 
 
Glittery flappers are draped on top of 90s songs smoking cigarettes in long holders or maybe the 90s songs 
are wrapping the flappers in iridescent gauze like, oh, I don’t know, a bullet with butterfly wings? (n.b.  
O’Brien’s Theda Bara + Smashing Pumpkins poem.) All I know is O’Brien brings these jazz babies into the 
grunge age and makes them sizzle. 
 

 


